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Abstract. Generalized counting constraint satisfaction problems include Holant
problems with planarity restrictions; polynomial-time algorithms for such prob-
lems include matchgates and matchcircuits, which are based on Pfaffians. In
particular, they use gates which are expressible in terms of a vector of sub-
Pfaffians of a skew-symmetric matrix. We introduce a new type of circuit
based instead on determinants, with seemingly different expressive power. In
these determinantal circuits, a gate is represented by the vector of all mi-
nors of an arbitrary matrix. Determinantal circuits permit a different class
of gates. Applications of these circuits include proofs of theorems from al-
gebraic graph theory including the Chung-Langlands formula for the number
of rooted spanning forests of a graph and computing Tutte Polynomials of
certain matroids. They also give a strategy for simulating quantum circuits
with closed timelike curves. Monoidal category theory provides a useful lan-
guage for discussing such counting problems, turning combinatorial restrictions
into categorical properties. We introduce the counting problem in monoidal
categories and count-preserving functors as a way to study FP subclasses of
problems in settings which are generally #P-hard. Using this machinery we
show that, surprisingly, determinantal circuits can be simulated by Pfaffian
circuits at quadratic cost.
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1. Introduction
Let VectC be the category of finite-dimensional vector spaces and linear trans-
formations over the base field C. A string diagram [11] in VectC is a tensor (con-
traction) network. Fixing such a diagram, the problem of computing the morphism
represented is the tensor contraction problem, which is in general #P-hard (exam-
ples include weighted counting constraint satisfaction problems [7]).
We study complex-valued tensor contraction problems in subcategories of VectC
by considering them as diagrams in a monoidal category. For a survey of the rich
diagrammatic languages that can be specified similarly see [23] and the references
therein. By a circuit we mean a combinatorial counting problem expressed as a
string diagram in a monoidal subcategory of VectC (that is, a tensor contraction
network). Such diagrams generalize weighted constraint satisfaction problems and
Boolean circuits (such as by requiring planarity), and are often related to existing
description languages. Subcategories of VectC can faithfully represent Boolean [14]
and quantum circuits [2], counting constraint satisfaction problems, and many other
problems [9].
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2 MORTON-TURNER
Suppose we have a problem L; a common example are counting constraint sat-
isfaction problems [6], perhaps with some restrictions such as planarity. Such a
problem can be described by the data of a monoidal word (see e.g. [13], Chapter
12) and a interpretation [23] map i :LÑ C that assigns values to primitive terms
in the word. Then determining which morphism is obtained is a tensor contraction
problem in some monoidal category C.
From the point of view of complexity theory, we are interested in the class FP
which is comprised of the functions t0, 1u˚ Ñ N computable by a deterministic
polynomial-time Turing machine (see e.g. [1, p. 344]). A second functor h :C Ñ S
from a category C in which the contraction problem (Problem 2.1) is in FP and
a subcategory S of VectC that preserves the solution to the FP problem serves to
characterize the problems which can be solved in polynomial time according to a
particular contraction scheme.
The motivation of this paper comes from holographic algorithms [24] and our
attempts to generalize it and give it a uniform language. This and related schemes
work by exploiting some combinatorial identity or kernel relating an exponential
sum (corresponding to performing the tensor contraction by a na¨ıve algorithm) and
a polynomial time operation that yields the same result. They can be viewed as a
complementary alternative method to geometric complexity theory [22] in the study
of which counting problems (such as computing a permanent) may be embedded in
a determinant computation at polynomial cost.
We formulate a class of circuits based on determinants and show that the corre-
sponding tensor contraction problem is solvable in polynomial time. The existence
of such a class was conjectured in [15]. A circuit class based on Pfaffians of minors
had already been given [18] and the formula for the number of rooted spanning
forests of a graph [8] hinted at the kernel to use for determinantal circuits. Indeed,
we can recover the theorem using determinantal circuits.
Another motivation for the construction of determinantal circuits is that gener-
alizations of holographic algorithms are of interest for their potential to find new
or improved polynomial time algorithms for #P problems. We also discuss applica-
tions of determinantal circuits to improve algorithms for computing certain Tutte
polynomials that cannot be achieved with Pfaffian circuits.
We then explore the relationship between Pfaffian circuits [18] (and so match-
gates) and determinantal circuits. Since we found the construction of determinantal
circuits to be most natural using the language of categories, we first have to recast
Pfaffian circuits in the same language. We prove a functorial relationship between
them. We show that, surprisingly, every determinantal circuit can be expressed as
a Pfaffian circuit at quadratic cost.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the counting problem
in monoidal categories and the setting for our results, consolidating the language
of combinatorial circuits and generalizations of holographic algorithms into the
language of category theory. In Section 3 we define determinantal circuits and give
applications to the rooted spanning forest theorem (Section 4), computing Tutte
polynomials, and quantum circuits with postselection-based closed timelike curves
(P-CTC, Section 4.4). In Section 5 we reframe Pfaffian circuits in terms of monoidal
categories and relate determinantal and Pfaffian circuits.
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A remark on notation: in most cases we use M,N for matrices, I, J for sets (es-
pecially of indices), f, g for morphisms, F,G for functors, and C,M for categories.
For a matrix X, we let XIJ be the submatrix with rows in I and columns in J.
2. Toward a categorical formulation of counting complexity
Let M be a (strict) monoidal category [17] with monoidal identity 1M and such
that SM “ HomMp1M,1Mq is a semiring; call this a semiringed category. A
monoidal word is a collection of morphisms composed (when domain and codomain
match) and tensored together to form a new morphism [13, 20].
Problem 2.1. The counting problem in a semiringed category M is to determine
which morphism in HomMp1M,1Mq is represented by an arbitrary monoidal word
in M with 1M as its domain and codomain.
Over VectC, this is sometimes called the tensor contraction problem. By demon-
strating a case (counting the number of solutions to a Mon´ 3SAT problem) where
Problem 2.1 is known to be #P-complete, the following example provides a proof
that in general Problem 2.1 is #P-hard.
Example 2.2. Consider the tensor scheme T [23, 11, 20] with object variable B
and morphism variables vn :1 Ñ Bbn for all integers n ą 0 and c :Bb3 Ñ 1. The
tensor scheme generates a free symmetric monoidal category MT , and a monoidal
word in this category is an abstract description of a counting constraint satisfaction
problem, where we haven’t yet specified details such as which ternary clause will
be used.
Now for any semiring S (such as the Boolean semiring or non-negative integers),
we can define the semiringed category SRel of “S-valued relations” in which the
objects are finite sets and the morphisms are given by functions from the cartesian
product of domain and codomain to S, that is HomSRelpA,Bq “ HomSetpAˆB,Sq.
In particular, HomSRelp1,1q “ S. In SRel, monoidal product of objects is cartesian
product and the composition of f :AÑB and g :BÑC is pg˝fqpa, cq “ řbPB fpa, bq¨
gpb, cq, where addition and multiplication are defined in S. An interpretation in
such a category is a functor from MT to SRel specified by assigning values to each
object and morphism variable of the tensor scheme.
Now consider an interpretation in NRel assigning the object the value B “ t0, 1u.
Write elements ofBbn as length-n bitstrings. Assign morphisms values by letting vn
be 1 on p1, 0bnq and p1, 1bnq and zero otherwise, expressing Boolean variables. Let
c take value 0 on p000,1q and one otherwise, expressing a ternary OR clause. Then
determining which element of N is represented by each monoidal word w : 1Ñ 1
is a Mon ´ #3SAT problem, and this class of monotone counting 3SAT problems
is #P-complete. To remove the monotone restriction, we could add a morphism
n : B Ñ B to the tensor scheme and an appropriate interpretation.
A strict monoidal functor F :MÑM1 between semiringed categories is count
preserving if the induced map F :SMÑSM1 is an injective morphism of semirings.
Schemes that generalize holographic algorithms [24] seek a count-preserving functor
from a category in which the counting problem (Problem 2.1) is in FP to a category
in which the counting problem is in general #P-hard.
In each type of circuit, we consider two semiringed categories C and S. Let L be
a problem of interest.
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We call C the counting category and S is a subcategory of VectC. Then let
i : L Ñ C be a map that gives an interpretation or encoding of the problem as a
string diagram in C. By this we mean that for every instance of a problem l P L,
iplq is a string diagram that solves this instance of the problem.
The category C may have a non-intuitive encoding of the problem but has the
advantage that there exists a polynomial-time algorithm to determine which mor-
phism of SM “ Homp1,1q is represented by an arbitrary monoidal word. We also
have an interpretation f : L Ñ S. Then we want a monoidal functor h such that
the diagram
L i //
f 
C
h

S
commutes and such that the count is preserved by h. S is the subcategory generated
by the morphisms in the image of either h ˝ i or f . The induced maps on SC and
SS make SC a sub-semiring of SS . The functor h is called sDet, and sPf for
determinantal and Pfaffian circuits respectively in the sequel.
Of course, it is important that the construction represented by the functors is
implementable in polynomial time. Often this is not a concern, because diagrams
in C and L are effectively identified, and the problem is expressed in the language
that will be used to perform the contraction.
3. Determinantal circuits
Suppose X is an nˆm matrix of elements of C with rows and columns labeled
by finite disjoint subsets N and M of N “ Zě0. For i P N, let Vi “ C2 be spanned
by an orthonormal basis (with inner product) vi,0, vi,1 and for finite N Ă N write
VN :“ biPNVi. Define the function sDet (which we later show to be a functor) by
sDetpNq “ VN and
sDet : Matkpn,mq Ñ V ˚N b VM – pC2˚qbn b pC2qbm
sDetpXq “
ÿ
IĂrns,JĂrms
detpXIJq|IyxJ|
where |Iy “ÂiPN vi,χpi,Iq, xJ| “ÂiPM v˚i,χpi,Jq and the indicator function χpi, Iq “ 0
if i R I and 1 if i P I. Throughout this paper, we work with the understanding that
detpXIJq “ 0 if |I| ‰ |J|.
This subdeterminant function sDet induces a strong monoidal functor sDet :
C Ñ VectC from a matrix category to a subcategory D of VectC. Let C be the free
monoidal category described as follows. The objects of C are finite ordered subsets
of N (which may have repeated elements), with monoidal product on objects defined
by disjoint union. The morphisms are C-valued matrices with rows and columns
labeled by subsets of N. If M,N are two matrices with the set of row labels of M
equal to the set of column labels of N , order them and let N ˝M “ NM be the
ordinary matrix product, with the resulting matrix inheriting the row labels of N
and the column labels of M . The monoidal product bC is the direct sum of labeled
matrices.
Let D be the image of C in VectC. It will be the free dagger symmetric traced
monoidal subcategory of finite-dimensional C-vector spaces generated by the object
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C2, endowed with an orthonormal basis, and morphisms sDetpMq for M a labeled
matrix. Tensor product and composition/contraction are the usual operations.
Definitions of free dagger symmetric traced monoidal subcategories and related
concepts are given in [12, 23], and in the proofs below we check the necessary
axioms.
Proposition 3.1. C is a strict dagger symmetric monoidal category.
Proof. In this proof we denote the monoidal product bC for C defined above simply
as b. We need to show that it is a bifunctor. For A Ă N, idA is the identity
matrix with row and column labels A. It is easy to see that for any A,B Ă N,
idAb idB “ idAbB . Now for morphisms W,X, Y, Z P MorpCq, W b X ˝ Y b Z “
pW ‘XqpY ‘ Zq “WY ‘XZ “ pW ˝ Y q b pX ˝ Zq, so b is indeed a bifunctor.
For A,B,C P ObpCq, the associator αABC : pAbBq b C Ñ Ab pB b Cq is just
equality by the associativity of matrix direct product. The unit for C, denoted 1,
is the empty set. Then λA : 1bAÑ A and ρA : Ab1Ñ A are also equality since
it is union with H. It is clear that α, λ, and ρ are natural isomorphisms.
We need to check that the diagrams from MacLane’s Coherence Theorem com-
mute. First let us check, for A,B P ObpCq:
pAb 1q bB α //
ρAbidB ((
Ab p1bBq
idA bλB

AbB
pAb 1q bB “ pAYHqYB is mapped to AYB by ρA b idB via equality. Then α
maps pAYHqYB to AY pHYBq via equality. This is then mapped to AYB by
idAbλB via equality, and the diagram commutes.
Now let us check the second diagram, for A,B,C,D P ObpCq:
ppC bAq bBq bD
α
uu
αbidD
// pC b pAbBqq bD
α

pC bAq b pB bDq
α
))
C b pAb pB bDqq C b ppAbBq bDq
idC bα
oo
.
The object ppCbAqbBqbDq “ ppCYAqYBqYD is mapped to CYpAYpBYDqq
by pidC bαq˝pαq˝pαbidDq via equality. Similarly, it is mapped to CYpAYpBYDqq
by α˝α via equality. This diagram also commutes and so C is a monoidal category.
Furthermore, since α, λ, and ρ are equalities, C is a strict monoidal category.
The braiding for C is a map cA,B : AbB Ñ BbA, A,B P ObpCq. It is given by
the matrix
cA,B “
ˆB A
A 0 1
B 1 0
˙
.
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We need to check that the following diagrams commute for A,B,C P ObpCq:
pB bAq b C α // B b pAb Cq
idB bcA,C
((
pAbBq b C
cA,BbidC
66
α
((
B b pC bAq
Ab pB b CqcA,pBbCq// pB b Cq bA
α
66
pB bAq b C α // B b pAb Cq
idB bc´1A,C
((
pAbBq b C
c´1A,BbidC
66
α
((
B b pC bAq
Ab pB b Cqc
´1
A,pBbCq// pB b Cq bA
α
66
.
The first diagram commutes by noting that
¨˝B A C
A 0 1 0
B 1 0 0
C 0 0 1
‚˛ ¨˝
B A C
B 1 0 0
A 0 1 0
C 0 0 1
‚˛ ¨˝
B C A
B 1 0 0
A 0 0 1
C 0 1 0
‚˛“
¨˝A B C
A 1 0 0
B 0 1 0
C 0 0 1
‚˛ ¨˝
B C A
A 0 0 1
B 1 0 0
C 0 1 0
‚˛ ¨˝
B C A
B 1 0 0
C 0 1 0
A 0 0 1
‚˛.
The second diagram commutes since c´1B,A “ cA,B (which implies the category is
symmetric) for any A,B P ObpCq and so the second diagram is the same as the
first.
The dagger for C is given by matrix transpose and the identity on objects. Clearly
id:A “ idTA “ idA. Given X,Y P MorpCq, X : A Ñ B, Y : B Ñ C, pX ˝ Y q: “
pXY qT “ Y TXT “ Y : ˝X: : C Ñ A. Lastly X:: “ XTT “ X.
We also need the dagger to satisfy two extra properties since we are working
in a monoidal category. First, given X,Y P MorpCq, pX b Y q: “ pX ‘ Y qT “
XT ‘ Y T “ X: b Y :. Secondly, α, λ, and ρ should all be unitary (its inverse is
equal to its dagger). Since they are all the identity morphism, this is also satisfied.
Thus C is indeed a strict dagger symmetric monoidal category. 
Theorem 3.2. The map sDet defines a strict monoidal functor which is an equiv-
alence (in fact, an isomorphism) of dagger symmetric traced categories. Thus while
computing a trace in VectC is in general #P -hard, in the image of sDet it can be
computed in polynomial time.
We prove this in two parts as Lemmata 3.3 and 3.4.
Lemma 3.3. The map sDet defines a strict monoidal functor which is an equiva-
lence of monoidal categories.
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Proof. First we must show that sDet is a functor, i.e. that it respects composition
and that sDetpidAq “ idsDetpAq. Suppose X P HomCpI, Jq, Y P HomCpJ,Kq so X
is a matrix with row labels I, column labels J and Y has row labels J and column
labels K:
sDetpY q ˝ sDetpXq “
ÿ
iĎI
ÿ
jĎJ
ÿ
kĎK
detpXijqdetpYjkq|iyxk|
“
ÿ
iĎI
ÿ
jĎJ
detpXYikq|iyxk| “ sDetpXY q
where the middle equality is the Cauchy-Binet formula. Now in C, idA is the identity
matrix with row and column labels A. Then sDetpidAq “ řIĎA |IyxI| which is the
identity morphism for the object sDetpAq in D, and sDet is indeed a functor.
For sDet to be a monoidal functor, we must demonstrate two additional prop-
erties. First we must show that sDetpA ‘ Bq “ sDetpAq b sDetpBq. Let I and J
be the rows and columns of A, respectively. Let I1 and J1 be likewise for B. A
straightforward calculation gives
sDetpA‘Bq “
ÿ
UĎIYI1
ÿ
VĎJYJ1
detpA‘BqUV|UyxV|
“
ÿ
UĎIYI1
ÿ
VĎJYJ1
detpAUXI,VXJqdetpBVXI1,VXJ1q|UX Iy|UX I1yxV X J|xV X J1|
“
ÿ
UĎI
ÿ
U1ĎI1
ÿ
VĎJ
ÿ
V1ĎJ1
detpAUVqdetpBU1V1q|Uy|U1yxV|xV1| “ sDetpAq b sDetpBq.
Secondly we must show there are morphisms f0 : 1D Ñ sDetp1Dq (the unit
in D is the base field C) and for any A,B P ObpCq, f1 : sDetpAq b sDetpBq Ñ
sDetpAbC Bq satisfying certain axioms expressed as commutative diagrams.
Since sDetpHq “ biPHVi “ C, f0 is simply equality. Similarly for objects A and
B,
sDetpAbC Bq “ sDetpAYBq “ biPAYBVi
“ pbiPAViq b pbjPBVjq “ sDetpAq b sDetpBq.
Thus f1 is equality. In the following diagrams, we shall call sDet simply F.
Let α1, λ1, ρ1 be the natural transformations for D. Note that all three are equal-
ities. For A,B,C P ObpCq, the following must commute:
FpAq b pFpBq b FpCqq α1 //
idFpAq bf1

pFpAq b FpBqq b FpCq
f1bidFpCq

FpAq b pFpB bC Cqq
f1

pFpAbC Bq b FpCqq
f1

FpAbC pB bC Cqq Fpαq // FppAbC Bq bC Cq
.
FpBq b 11 ρ
1
//
idFpBq bf0

FpBq
FpBq b Fp1q f1 // FpB b 1q
Fpρq
OO
11 b FpBq λ //
f0bidFpBq

FpBq
Fp1q b FpBq f1 // Fp1bBq
Fpλq
OO
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The diagrams trivially commute as all of the maps are identities. So sDet is a
strong monoidal functor. Since f0, f1 are equalities, it is a strict monoidal functor.
Lastly, we want to say that C and D are equivalent as monoidal categories. By
definition of D, sDet surjects onto objects and morphisms, so it is a full functor.
Now consider HompA,Bq for objects A,B P ObpCq. Let X P HompA,Bq. sDetpXq
contains all the entries of X as coefficients in the sum since the entries of X are 1ˆ1
minors, and X is determined by its image sDetpXq. Thus sDet induces an injection
on HompA,Bq Ñ HompsDetpAq, sDetpBqq, and the functor is faithful. Thus it is
an equivalence. However, it is not quite an isomorphism as sDet does not give a
bijection on objects as all subsets of N of size n map to pC2qbn. 
We have yet to define the braiding and dagger for D required to state Theorem
3.2. For F “ sDet to respect the braiding, we need the following diagram to
commute:
FpAq b FpBq f1 //
cFpAq,FpBq

FpAbBq
FpcA,Bq

FpBq b FpAq f1 // FpB bC Aq
.
Recalling the matrix cA,B as defined in Theorem 3.1, we define the braiding for
D to be F pcA,Bq “ sDetpcA,Bq “ |00yx00| ` |01yx10| ` |10yx01| ´ |11yx11|, which
makes the diagram commute trivially. We do not check the diagrams that ensures
this is a valid braiding for D since it is equivalent to C. For the dagger, consider
X P MorpCq with row labels I and column labels J, and note
sDetpX:q “
ÿ
iĎI,jĎJ
detpXTij q|iyxj| “
ÿ
iĎI,jĎJ
detpXijq|jyxi| “ sDetpXqT .
So the dagger for D is the normal dagger in Vectk.
For f : AÑ A P C, define trpfq “ detpI ` fq and define trace in D in the usual
way. This choice of trace may seem unusual, but it satisfies the axioms of a traced
category [23] and its image under the sDet functor is the usual trace in D (as we
show in a moment). This is the most important aspect as it allows us to frame
problems in C and find the answer to the contraction problem without the need to
pass over to the category D which has exponentially larger tensors.
Lemma 3.4. The map sDet defines a strict monoidal functor which is an equiva-
lence of dagger symmetric traced categories.
Proof. By construction, sDet respects the braiding. We also showed that this func-
tor respects the normal dagger for linear transformations. Theorem 3.6 and Propo-
sition 3.7 below shows that sDet induces the identity map from Homp1C ,1Cq Ñ
Homp1D,1Dq and thus respects the trace.

Remark 3.5. This braiding is not the usual braiding for VectC. Thus while the
functor sDet is count-preserving, the count will not be the same as if the standard
braiding ub v ÞÑ v b u is used.
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Using the operations of ‘ and matrix multiplication, we can transform any
string diagram in C into a diagram with a single matrix, M , and thus evaluate the
determinantal circuit efficiently.
A determinantal circuit is the trace of a linear map defined by an expression of
the form pf1,1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b f1,n1q ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ pfm,1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b fm,nmq. Let dk be the dimension
of the domain of the kth linear map pfk,1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b fk,nkq, with k “ 1, . . . ,m. The
maximum width of such a circuit is maxk“1,...,m log2 dk and the depth is m.
Theorem 3.6. The time complexity of computing the trace of a determinantal
circuit in C is Opdwωq “ Opdwω ` cωq where d is the depth of the circuit, w is
the maximum width, c is width at the input and output (so can be chosen to be the
minimum width), and ω is the exponent of matrix multiplication.
Proof. We have an nˆ n matrix with equal row and column labels, which we may
assume to be 1, . . . , n. Then
sDetpMq “
ÿ
I,JĎrns
detpMI,Jq|IyxJ|
and contracting this against itself givesÿ
I,JĎrns
detpMI,JqxJ|IyxJ|Iy “
ÿ
IĂrns
detMI,I.
That is, the trace of a matrix M in C is the exponentially large sum of its 2n
principal minors; we claim that detpI ` Aq is precisely this sum (Proposition 3.7).
This enables us to compute this number in time nω. 
The following identity is well-known (e.g. it can be derived from results in [10]);
we include a proof for completeness.
Proposition 3.7. Given an nˆ n matrix M ,
detpI `Mq “
ÿ
JĎrns
detpMJq
where MJ “MJ,J.
Proof. Let ui be the columns of M and ei the standard basis vectors, i P rns. Then
detpI `Mq “Źni“1 pei ` uiq. Expanding this gives the sum of the determinants of
all 2n matrices with ith column either ui or ei.
Consider one of these matrices, W . Let J Ď rns be the set of indices of the uj
appearing as columns in W . Then for any j R J, ej is a column of W . Using the
Laplace expansion, detpW q “ detpWjq, where Wj is W with the jth row and column
omitted. Then iterating the Laplace expansion gives us that detpW q “ detpMJq. 
A monoidal category is said to have duals for objects or be closed if each object
A has a dual object A˚ related by an adjunction pA,A˚, iA, eAq. Note that while D
could be equipped with the object duality structure pA,A˚, iA, eAq from the cate-
gory of finite-dimensional vector spaces to obtain a dagger closed compact category,
the matrix category C is not a closed compact category: it lacks the morphisms iA
(coevaluation) and eA (evaluation). The morphism eA : AbA˚ Ñ I would have to
be the sDet of a 2 ˆ 0 matrix, or the composition of several morphisms to obtain
one of this type.
Proposition 3.8. The category C does not have duals for objects.
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a1 b1
c1 d1
˙ ˆ
a2
c2
˙ `
a3 b3
˘ ˆa4 b4
c4 d4
˙
Figure 1. An example of a determinantal circuit (wires oriented
clockwise). The four tensors in VectC, from left to right, are ob-
tained by applying sDet to each matrix. Letting V “ C2, they
lie in pV ˚qb2 b V b2, pV ˚qb2 b V , V ˚ b V b2, and pV ˚qb2 b V b2
respectively.
Proof. We cannot have eA “ sDetpMq for any M . The morphism we want is
|00y ` |11y, but there is a unique 2ˆ 0 matrix M and sDetpMq “ |00y.

As a consequence, we really do have to work with traced categories rather than
the more convenient dagger closed compact categories [12].
A diagram in the equivalent categories C,D is called a determinantal circuit, an
example is given in Figure 1. When the morphism represented is a field element,
it computes the partition function, i.e. counts the weighted number of solutions to
the weighted counting constraint satisfaction problem it represents. Because these
categories have a traced, dagger braided monoidal category structure, they come
with a corresponding graphical language [23].
It is also a question of interest which tensors are determinantal. One can test
whether a vector can be the set of determinants of minors from a matrix using the
Plu¨cker relations to obtain the relations among general minors of matrices. On the
other hand, for minors of a fixed size this is an open problem [5].
4. Applications
4.1. Multicycles. We now discuss a diagrammatic language and describe what
determinantal circuits count in terms of multicycles. Our aim is to facilitate the
application of determinantal circuits to specific counting problems.
Our convention shall be that tensors will be composed from right to left and that
tensoring will be from top to bottom. A determinantal circuit is given as the trace
of a composition of linear maps pf1,1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b f1,n1q ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ pfm,1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b fm,nmq. Let
Si “ fi,1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b fi,ni . Let MSi be the matrix such that sDetpMSiq “ Si. We call
the Si or associated M
Si stacks. Pictorially, the situation is as follows:
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f1,1
...
...
S1
...
f1,n1
...
...
¨ ¨ ¨
...
fm,1
...
...
Sm
...
fm,nm
...
...
.
Forgetting, for a moment, the categorical structure of the circuit, we consider the
above as a graph.
Definition 4.1. A multicycle of a graph is an edge-disjoint union of cycles in the
graph. We consider the empty graph a multicycle.
We are interested in whether a subgraph can be interpreted as several cycles,
not which edges are in which particular cycles. Call two multicycles equivalent if
they contain the same edges, and denote an equivalence class of multicycles by rC s.
Definition 4.2. A weighted multicycle of a determinantal circuit is a multicycle of
the underlying graph where each cycle in the multicycle is assigned a scalar. The
weight of the multicycle is the product of these scalars.
Proposition 4.3. Given a determinantal circuit, let M be the set of all equivalence
classes of its multicycles. There exists an assignment of a weight WrC s to every
rC s PM such that the value of the determinantal circuit is řrC sPM WrC s.
Proof. A determinantal circuit with a single nˆ n matrix M has value
detpI `Mq “
ÿ
IĎrns
detpMIq “ TrpsDetpMqq “ Tr
ˆ ÿ
IĎrns
detpMIq|IyxI|
˙
.
A general determinantal circuit is the trace of a composition of stacks S1˝¨ ¨ ¨˝Sm.
Let Ek be the set of edges entering Sk from the left and exiting Sk´1 to the right,
and observe that
TrpsDetpMS1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝MSmqq “ Tr
ˆ ÿ
IkĎEk
ź
detpMSkIk q|I1yxI2|I2y ¨ ¨ ¨ xIm|ImyxI1|
˙
(1) “
ÿ
IkĎEk
ź
detpMSkIk q.
We want to describe (1) as a sum over equivalence classes of multicycles of
S1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ Sm. Consider the subgraph of the determinantal circuit whose edges are
those in the sets Ik. We claim that if the subgraph does not correspond to an
equivalence class of multicycles,
ś
detpMSkIk q “ 0.
Each summand
ś
detpMSkIk q in (1) will be non-zero only if |I1| “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ |Im| as the
determinant of a non-square matrix is zero.This implies that the number of edges
of a entering a vertex from the left in the underlying graph must equal the number
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of edges exiting it to the right. This is sufficient for the circuit subgraph given by
the subsets Ik to be viewable as a multicycle.
We have not specified a cycle decomposition of the multicycle, so each circuit
subgraph represents an equivalence class of multicycles with weight
ś
detpMSkIk q.

Example 4.4. Suppose we are given the following determinantal circuit:ˆ
a b
c d
˙
.
Its value is the sum of the principal minors of the matrix: 1` a` d` ad´ bc. In
the picture below we draw the weighted multicycles in bold on the circuit:
ˆ
a b
c d
˙weight=1 weight=aˆ
a b
c d
˙
ˆ
a b
c d
˙weight=d weight=ad´ bcˆ
a b
c d
˙
.
4.2. Recovering the matrix tree theorem. One of the main inspirations of
determinantal circuits was the rooted spanning form theorem.
Theorem 4.5 ( [8]). Given a graph G, let B be its incidence matrix endowed with
an arbitrary orientation. Then detpI ` BBT q is the number of rooted spanning
forests.
Recalling the discussion from Section 2, our problem L is to count the number
of rooted spanning forests in a graph. Since our problem is in #P , there is a known
way to encode the problem as any #P -complete problem, e.g. a #SAT problem,
which can be easily turned into a tensor contraction problem in VectC giving a map
f .
The map f represents the na¨ıve way of turning the problem L into a contraction
problem. If we use the sDet functor, this gives a map from C to VectC, and we wish
to construct an interpretation map i from L into C such that the following diagram
commutes:
L i //
f 
C
h

S
where S “ Homp1,1q “ C in VectC. The map i is not obvious, so we construct
explicitly.
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(a)
A
rooted
graph
(b) Its corresponding circuit
(c) Equivalent circuit
Figure 2. Transforming a rooted graph to a determinantal circuit.
We construct a string diagram ZZ: in C which can be reduced to a determinantal
circuit consisting of only the matrix BBT using the operations of ‘ and matrix
multiplication. An example of a graph is given in Figure 2(a) and the determinantal
circuit constructed for it in Figure 2(b).
Choose an arbitrary orientation on the given graph G “ tV,Eu. We first build
a string diagram, Z, from a collection of C-morphisms (nodes); there is one node
for every edge and vertex of G. Denote an edge of G by , the edge node in Z
corresponding to it by e and the edge node in Z: corresponding to it by e:. Denote
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a vertex in G by ν and its node in DG by v. An edge node is connected to a vertex
node if the edge and vertex are incident in G.
Define an orientation on Z which has no categorical meaning, but is used in the
proof. An wire in Z connecting an edge and vertex node is oriented towards the
vertex node if that vertex is a sink for the edge in G; otherwise the wire is oriented
towards the edge node. Arrange Z into two stacks: the first consists of the edge
nodes, the second of the vertex nodes. The dashed box in Figure 2(b) gives an
example of this construction.
Edge nodes are 1ˆ 2 matrices, vertex nodes are dpνqˆ 1 matrices, where dpνq is
the degree of ν. The matrix Me associated to an edge node e in Z is either r1 ´ 1s
or r´1 1s; it has a ´1 in the column corresponding to the output wire oriented
away from e and a 1 in the other column. Let v be a vertex node. The matrix Mv
associated with a vertex node v is a dpνq ˆ 1 matrix with every entry equal to 1.
Although in general we suppress it in pictures, whenever two wires cross, we put
the braiding matrix
ˆ
0 1
1 0
˙
on the crossing.
Lemma 4.6. Using the operations of matrix multiplication and ‘, the matrices in
Z collapse to the incidence matrix of G with some orientation placed on it.
Proof. Let E be the matrix equal to the direct sum of all the matrices on the edge
nodes and V be the direct sum of all the matrices on vertex nodes. Then Z reduces
to the matrix A “ EPV where P is the permutation matrix obtained from crossed
wires. Let e be an edge node and let re be the row vector of E corresponding to e.
For any column vector cv of PV associated with vertex node v, re ¨ cv ‰ 0 if and
only if e is incident to v. In fact, re ¨ cv is equal to the number of wires v Ñ e minus
the number of wires eÑ v in Z. This implies that A “ B, the incidence matrix.

Reflect Z across a vertical line, transposing all node matrices, to obtain Z:, which
collapses to the matrix BT . Our final circuit ZZ: is the composition of Z with Z:.
Figures 2(a) and (b), show an example of a graph G and its transformation into a
circuit ZZ:. We denote the determinantal circuit like in Figure 2(b) associated to
a graph G, DG. Then our map i sends GÑ DG.
By analyzing the values of the multicycles of DG and what they represent in
the graph G, one can arrive at Theorem 4.5, although the proof via this method is
quite tedious. We next look at another example that is a bit more naturally suited
to computation by determinantal circuits.
4.3. Computing the Tutte Polynomial of Lattice Path Matroids. Lattice
path matriods are a particulary nice and frequently occuring class of matriods whose
independent sets are determined by monotone paths on some bounded subset of the
integer lattice [3]. Their Tutte polynomials can be calculated in polynomial time [4]
and can be given a combinatorial interpretation in terms of monotone paths.
As evidenced at the beginning of this section, determinantal circuits are partic-
ulary well suited for computing the Tutte polynomials of these matroids. In fact,
using determinantal circuits, an improvement to the algorithm over the algorithm
given in [4]. It had been noticed previously that Pfaffian circuits also were well
suited to this problem [18]. However, in the following section, we show that the
algorithm given by Pfaffian circuits does not constitute an improvement over the
original algorithm.
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Let P and Q be two monotone paths from p0, 0q to pm, rq with P never going
above Q. More precisely, there are no points pp1, p2q P P and pq1, q2q P Q such
that p1 ´ q1 ă 0 or p2 ´ q2 ą 0. Now consider the region of Z2 bounded by (and
including) P and Q. Let P “ p1p2 ¨ ¨ ¨ pm`r be the steps of P where pi either a
single step north or a single step east. Let Q “ q1q2 ¨ ¨ ¨ qm`r be likewise.
Definition 4.7. Let tpu1 , . . . , puru be the set of north steps of P and tq`1 , . . . , q`ru
be likewise. Define Ni to be the interval r`i, uis. Then define M rP,Qs to be the
matroid with ground set rm ` rs and independent sets Ni, i P rrs. A lattice path
matriod is any matroid isomorphic to M rP,Qs for some P and Q as described.
We consider the region of Z2 bounded by P and Q as graph GrP,Qs where two
points are connected if the differ by p˘1, 0q or p0,˘1q. The Tutte polynomial of the
matroid M rP,Qs can be thought of as the sum over weighted paths in this graph.
We can associate to each edge in GrP,Qs a scalar or variable. The weight of
a path is simply the product of the weights of its edges. We define ωpGrP,Qsq “ř
wppq where p ranges over the monotone paths in GrP,Qs from p0, 0q to pm, rq
and wppq is its corresponding weight.
Theorem 4.8 ( [3]). The Tutte polynomial of a lattice path matroid M rP,Qs is
ωpGrP,Qsq where the weighting of GrP,Qs is such: the north steps of Q have weight
x, the east steps of P having weight y, and all other weights are 1.
Theorem 4.9 ( [4]). The Tutte polynomial of M rP,Qs can be computed in time
Opn5q, where n “ m` r.
This can easily be set up as a determinantal circuit. We use the graph GrP,Qs
along with another wire connecting p0, 0q and pm, rq which we will give weight 1.
We simply need to specify the the matrices that we place on each vertex. Given
a vertex v, we denote its western and southern wires as incoming and its other
wires as outgoing. A vertex may of course be missing some of these wires. If Mv
is the matrix we place on v, all of the entries of a column of Mv is the weight of
the corresponding outgoing edge. We denote this determinantal circuit DGrP,Qs. In
this example, our interpretation map i is almost the identity.
Theorem 4.10 ( [21]). The value of the determinantal circuit DGrP,Qs is the Tutte
polynomial of M rP,Qs and this gives an algorithm with running time Opn4q where
n “ m` r.
4.4. Simulating quantum circuits in the presence of closed timelike curves.
Determinantal circuits define a class of tensor networks with a polynomial-time con-
traction algorithm. An immediate consequence is that certain types of quantum
circuits (or more generally tensor networks possibly including preparations and
postselection) can be simulated efficiently using this technique. Essentially these
are the tensor networks of the type shown in Figure 1 (with arbitrarily many wires
and transformations).
The loop in such a circuit corresponds to a postselected closed timelike curve (P-
CTC) [16]. The resulting logical category of circuits represent physical experiments
(which, if they contain an embedded contradiction, have count zero [19]).
5. Relation to Pfaffian circuits
Pfaffian Circuits were introduced as a reformulation of matchcircuits [18], [24].
We present a slightly different definition using category theory. This is because we
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want to know what the relation of determinant circuits is with respect to Pfaffian
circuits.
We now define the category that gives us Pfaffian circuits. Consider the set
M ˆ t0, 1u, where M is the set of labeled skew-symmetric matrices. Furthermore,
the columns and rows should have the same labels in the same order. The label sets
are subsets of N. As before, for i P N, let Vi – C2 be spanned by an orthonormal
basis (with inner product) vi,0, vi,1 and for N Ă N write VN :“ biPNVi. Now let us
consider the following function:
sPf :M ˆ t0, 1u Ñ V ˚N b VN
sPfpM, 0q “
ÿ
IĎN
PfpMIq|Iy
sPfpM, 1q “
ÿ
IĎN
PfpMI¯qxI|
where |Iy “ÂiPN vi,χpi,Iq, xJ| “ÂiPM v˚i,χpi,Jq and the indicator function χpi, Iq “ 0
if i R I and 1 if i P I. We denote by MI the principal minor of M with row and column
labels I. MI¯ means the principal minor of M with the rows and columns labeled I
removed. We will use the convention that sPfpM, 0q will be denoted sPfpMq and
sPfpM, 1q will be denoted sPf_pMq.
The sPf function lets us define a monoidal subcategory of VectC. Let P be
the free monoidal category defined as follows. The objects are of the form VN for
ordered subsets of N, the tensor product being the usual one. The morphisms of P
are generated by elements from the image of sPf. Composition and tensor product
will be inherited from VectC.
Suppose we are given a Pfaffian circuit Γ. Let Ξi be the morphisms of the form
sPfpMq and Θi be the morphisms of the form sPf_pMq. We define Ξ “ À˜iΞi and
Θ likewise.
À˜
is the direct sum with the row and columns reordered as follows: The
ordering is found by drawing a planar curve through the Pfaffian circuit such that
every edge is intersected by the curve once and exactly once. Since a Pfaffian circuit
is planar and bipartite, such a curve always exists and the result is independent of
the choice of curve. The edges are then labeled based on when the curve intersects
them. This is ordering used to define
À˜
. qΘ is defined to be tp´1qi`j`1θiju.
Theorem 5.1. The value of a Pfaffian circuit Γ is given by PfpΞ` qΘq [18]
Thus Pfaffian circuits can be computed in polynomial time. Now we seek a
functor transforming determinantal circuits into Pfaffian circuits. Such a functor
should preserve the trace so that the resulting Pfaffian circuit solves the same
problem as the original determinantal circuit. The functor should also be faithful.
The morphisms in D from Vn Ñ Vm are isomorphic to the variety
Dn,m :“ tp1, . . . ,detpMIJq, . . . ,detpMqq|M P Matnˆmu
given by tuples of minors of nˆm matrices. Then define the variety
Pn :“ tp1, . . . ,PfpMIJq, . . . ,PfpMq|M PMnu,
the tuples of minors of nˆ n skew-symmetric matrices. This variety is isomorphic
to the image of the sPf functor on the set Mn ˆ t0u. We first want to find an
embedding Dn,m ãÑ Pn`m.
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We can assume that n “ m, otherwise, we pad the matrix with columns or rows
of zeros as necessary. So we want to find a map Dn,n ãÑ P2n. For an nˆ n matrix
M , the following formula is classically known:
Pf
„
0 M
´MT 0

“ p´1qnpn´1q{2 detpMq.
This embedding of M into a skew-symmetric matrix is close to the map we are
looking for, however this na¨ıve way may change the sign on some of the minors
of M . So we must modify this map slightly. Define M˜ as the matrix M reflected
across a vertical axis, and define SpMq to be
SpMq “
„
0 M˜
´M˜T 0

.
Proposition 5.2. For an nˆ n matrix M ,
PfpSpMqq “ Pf
„
0 M˜
´M˜T 0

“ detpMq.
Proof. In general, M˜ can be made from M with tn2 u column swaps. So if n ” 0, 1
modulo 4, tn2 u is an even number and so detpM˜q “ detpMq. Now if n is congruent to
0 or 1 modulo 4, then PfpSpMqq “ p´1qnpn´1q{2 detpM˜q “ detpM˜q “ detpMq. If n
is congruent to 2 or 3 modulo 4, then tn2 u is an odd number so detpM˜q “ ´detpMq
and PfpSpMqq “ p´1qnpn´1q{2 detpM˜q “ ´detpM˜q “ detpMq.

This map will end up giving us the desired embedding. We also need this map to
be a functor. The morphisms of D and P look quite different. Note that there are
two primary types of morphisms in P, namely those of the form sPfpMq and those
of form sPf_pMq. Thus Pfaffian circuits form bipartite graphs. Determinantal
circuits, on the other hand, are not bipartite at all. There are morphisms from
Vn Ñ Vm for any sets n and m of any size.
Given how different these circuits look on the surface, we must really look at
the categorical properties of P to understand how to construct our functor. The
key will be the ability to bend wires in Pfaffian circuits in certain ways. In the
language of monoidal categories, we will need our category to have daggers and
duals for objects.
Theorem 5.3. P is a strict monoidal category with duals for objects.
Proof. By our definition of P, it will be the smallest monoidal subcategory of
VectC containing the generating morphisms with the specified objects. A monoidal
category pC,b, λ, ρ, αq is strict if the natural transformations λ, ρ, α are identities.
It is a theorem that every monoidal category is equivalent to a strict one [17].
So we can assume without loss of generality that we are working with a strict
category equivalent to VectC instead. So the α, λ, and ρ maps that P inherits will
be identities. We want to show that the identity morphism is actually generated
by our specified morphisms. Consider the following matrix for an object A:
IA “
ˆ A A
A 0 1
A ´1 0
˙
.
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Let LA “ sPfpIAq “ |0A0Ay`|1A1Ay and RA “ sPf_pIAq “ x0A0A|`x1A1A|. Then
we can contract these these two morphisms along a single edge as in the following
picture:
A LA
RA A .
This gives us the morphism |0Ayx0A| ` |1Ayx1A| which is the identity morphism on
A. Furthermore, LA and RA are the so called ”cup” and ”cap” morphisms and we
have just shown that they satisfy the zig-zag axiom. This shows that P has duals
for objects. 
Definition 5.4. The anti-transpose of a matrix N , denoted by Nˆ , is N flipped
across the non-standard diagonal.
Lemma 5.5. PfpNˆq “ PfpNq.
Proof. Let N “ tηiju be an nˆ n matrix. If n is odd, the above is trivial, so let n
be even. Now let F be the set of partitions of rns into pairs, pik, jkq, ik ă jk. If
pi P F we can define the sign of pi, sgnppiq. This is done by considering the set rns
as a sequence of nodes laid out horizontally and labeled 1, . . . , n from left to right.
Then if two nodes are paired in pi, connect them with an edge. Then sgnppiq is
p´1qk where k is the number of places where lines cross. Now we can define PfpNq
as follows:
PfpNq “
ÿ
piPF
sgnppiq
ź
pik,jkqPpi
ηikjk .
Now let η1ij “ ηn´j`1,n´i`1 be the entries of Nˆ and suppose pi P F . Then the
mapping F Ñ F : pi ÞÑ pi1 given by pik, jkq ÞÑ pn´ jk ` 1, n´ ik ` 1q is a bijective
involution. Note that pi1 is the matching formed from pi by relabeling the nodes as
n, . . . , 1 from left to right. This preserves the number of crossings of edges so that
sgnppi1q “ sgnppiq. Thus we get
PfpNˆq “
ÿ
piPF
sgnppiq
ź
pik,jkq
η1ikjk “
ÿ
pi1PF
sgnppi1q
ź
pn´jk`1,n´ik`1q
ηn´jk`1,n´ik`1 “ PfpNq.

Definition 5.6. If I is a bitstring, let I˜ be the bitstring reflected across a vertical
axis.. If I Ď N, I˜ is formed by considering I as a bitstring representing a characteristic
function. Then I˜ is a characteristic function defining another subset of N. Then
|˜Iy “ÂiPN vi,χpi,˜Iq and x˜I| “ÂiPN v˚i,χpi,˜Iq
Corollary 5.7. Let N be a skew symmetric matrix with labels M. Let Nˆ also have
labels M. sPfpNˆq “ řIĎM PfpNIq|˜Iy
Proof. Let I Ď M. Note that NI “ NˆI˜. Then PfpNIq “ PfpNˆI˜q. This gives the result.

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Example 5.8. Consider the following matrix:
N “
¨˚
˚˝ 0 0 a 00 0 0 b´a 0 0 0
0 ´b 0 0
‹˛‹‚
sPfpNˆq “ |0000y ` b|1010y ` a|0101y ´ ab|1111y
“ PfpNHq|0000y ` PfpNt2,4uq|1010y ` PfpNt1,3uq|0101y ` PfpNq|1111y
“
ÿ
IĎM
PfpNIq|˜Iy.
Proposition 5.9. For any skew-symmetric matrix M ,ÿ
I
PfpMIqxI|
ÿ
I
PfpMI¯q|Iy
are morphisms of P. This implies that P is a dagger monoidal category.
Proof. Let M have labels A “ tA1, . . . , Anu. Then Mˆ will have labels Aˆ “
tAn, . . . , A1u. Let RA be defined as:
RA “ sPf
ˆ Aˆ A
Aˆ 0 I˜
A ´I˜T 0
˙
where I˜ is the identity matrix reflected over a vertical axis. Then consider the
following morphism in P:
sPfpMˆq
An
...
A1
RA
...
An
A1
.
This diagram represents the morphismˆ ÿ
IĎA
PfpMIq|˜Iy
˙ˆ ÿ
IĎtAˆAu
x˜I|xI|
˙
“
ÿ
IĎA
PfpMIqxI|.
We can similarly form
ř
I PfpMI¯q|Iy by instead using sPf_pMˆq and sPfpRAq. Now
since every generating morphism has a dagger, the entire category has a dagger and
it is the usual vector space dagger. 
Theorem 5.10. Every morphism in D is a morphism in P. Thus there is a
trace-preserving faithful strict monoidal functor from D ÑP given by inclusion.
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Proof. First suppose that M is an n ˆ n matrix. The labels of SpMq “ R Y C˜
where R is the row labels of M and C are the column labels of M . Now let K be
a subset of the labels. Then let I “ K XR and J˜ “ K X C˜. Then we get
PfpSpMqKq “ Pf
„
0 M˜I,J
´M˜TI,J 0

“ detpMI,Jq,
so that
sPfpSpMqq “
ÿ
IĎR,JĎC
detpMI,J |Iy|J˜y
sPf_pSpMqq “
ÿ
IĎR,JĎC
detpMI¯,J¯qxI|xJ˜ |.
The identity morphism on An b ¨ ¨ ¨ bA1 in C is given by the matrix
IbAi “
¨˚
˚˝˚
An An´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ A1
An 1 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
An´1 0 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
...
...
... ¨ ¨ ¨ ...
A1 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 1
‹˛‹‹‚.
Suppose we have an nˆ n matrix M : B1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ bBn Ñ A1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ bAn. Then we
define M˚ “ sPfpSpMqq and RbAi “ sPf_pSpIbAiqq. Let us consider the morphism
in P given by
B1 ...
Bn
M˚An
...
A1
RbAi
...
An
A1
.
For I Ď tB1, . . . , Bnu, J˜ , J˜ 1 Ď tAn, . . . , A1u; and J 1 Ď tA1, . . . Anu, we can repre-
sent this tensor as ˆÿ
detpMI,Jq|Iy|J˜y
˙ˆÿ
xJ˜ 1|xJ 1|
˙
“ÿ
detpMI,Jq|IyxJ | “ sDetpMq.
So for any square matrix M , sDetpMq is a morphism in P. Now not every mor-
phism in C is a square matrix. However, if we have an n ˆm matrix M , we can
make it square. If n ă m, then let M 1 “M ‘Zm´n where Zm´n is the pm´nqˆ0
matrix. If m ă n, then let M 1 “M ‘Z 1n´m where Z 1n´m is the 0ˆpn´mq matrix.
What this amounts to is either adding rows or columns of zeros as needed.
Now note that sPfpr0sq “ |0y. x0| is also a morphism inP. Consider sPf_pKq “
x0A0B | ` x1A1B | where
K “
ˆ A B
A 0 1
B ´1 0
˙
,
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and contracting this with the morphism |0By, we obtain x0A|.
Let M be an arbitrary n ˆm matrix. Then let us consider SpM 1q where M 1 is
defined as above. Suppose n ă m. Then
sPfpSpM 1qq “
ÿ
I,J
detpMI,Jq|I0n`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0myxJ |
Consider the following diagram in P:
1 ...
nx0|
...x0|
sPfpSpM 1qq
1
...
m
.
The morphism this represents will obviously come out to be sDetpMq. If n ą m,
then copies of |0y are added to the extra output wires of sPfpSpM 1qq. Thus we have
finished the proof of theorem. Every morphism of D is in fact a morphism in P.
Furthermore, the reinterpretation of a determinantal circuit as a Pfaffian circuit
can obviously be done in polynomial time. 
Despite this fact, determinantal circuits still have some advantages. If a Pfaffian
circuit can be represented as a determinantal circuit, its evaluation will be more
efficient. Suppose we have a determinantal circuit with a single morphism from
VN Ñ VN with |N | “ n. Then we are computing a determinant of an nˆ n matrix
M . Embedding this into a Pfaffian circuit would look like the following (with a bit
of simplification):
... M˚
An
A1
RbAi
.
where M˚ “ sPfpSpMqq as before. Since the evaluation of this circuit involves
computing the Pfaffian of a 2n ˆ 2n skew-symmetric matrix, we see a quadratic
increase in the time complexity. Consider the case of computing Tutte polynomi-
als of lattice path matriods with Pfaffian circuits. The algorithm will have time
complexity Opn8q using Pfaffian circuits, which is not an improvement over the
algorithm given in [4].
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